ABSTRACT We consider nite-state games as a model of nonterminating reactive computations. A natural type of speci cation is given by games with Streett winning condition (corresponding to automata accepting by conjunctions of fairness conditions). We present an algorithm which solves the problem of program synthesis for these speci cations. We proceed in two steps: First, we give a reduction of Streett automata to automata with the Rabin chain (or parity) acceptance condition. Secondly, we develop an inductive strategy construction over Rabin chain automata which yields nite automata that realize winning strategies. For the step from Rabin chain games to winning strategies examples are discussed, based on an implementation of the algorithm.
Introduction
In recent years, methods of automatic veri cation for nite{state programs have been applied successfully, which have clearly reached the level of practical use. For the existing automata theoretic results on nite{state program synthesis the situation is quite di erent. Not only explicit formulations of algorithms but also experience in nontrivial examples are missing. The present paper o ers an algorithm for nite{state program synthesis from automaton speci cations; we also discuss some examples based on an implementation.
The foundations of nite{state program synthesis were laid in the work of B uchi and Landweber BL69] . Papers exploiting further the approach include Pnueli, Rosner PR89], Abadi, Lamport, Wolper ALW89], and Nerode, Yakhnis, Yakhnis NYY92] . Recently, the paradigm of program synthesis has attracted increasing attention in the context of discrete event and discrete control systems ( RW89] , KG95] , AMP95]). Unfortunately, however, these papers do not present directly implementable synthesis algorithms; and also the original B uchi-Landweber paper, while describing an algorithm, is not feasible.
We adopt the following game theoretic framework (see Tho95] for more detailed background). The interaction between two parties (say, a program and its environment) is modeled by two players, called 0 and 1 here, of an \in nite game" (or \Gale-Stewart game" GS53]). In a play of the game, both parties perform actions in turn, thus building up an in nite computation. In the state-based description to be assumed in this paper, an action causes a transition in a state graph, and referring to the alternation between the two players, we suppose that this state graph is partitioned into two sets such that the transition relation induces a bipartite graph with respect to these two sets. The two players' actions can then be viewed as movements of a token through this \game graph" along the graph edges. By conditions on the visited (or in nitely often visited) states it can be specied which computations (\plays") cause a win of player 0. As we identify player 0 with the party \program" and player 1 with the \environment", this winning condition for player 0 de nes the set of \desired computations" as given by the speci cation.
The synthesis problem for these games asks for programs that realize winning strategies for player 0, i.e. allow player 0 to choose transitions that ensure his win whatever player 1 does. B uchi and Landweber BL69] showed that one can e ectively compute the set of states from where (as start of a play) player 0 wins, and that such a winning strategy is always realizable by a nite automaton.
In applications (e.g. in problems of discrete control) a natural type of winning condition is the so-called \Streett form" Str82], i.e. a conjunction of conditions of the form \if state set U k is visited in nitely often then state set L k is visited in nitely often". Short:
Finite game graphs with such winning conditions (for player 0) can be viewed as nite Streett automata (in the sense of !-automata theory Tho90]), known to characterize the regular !-languages.
The computational di culties in constructing winning strategies for such games are due to two phenomena: First the size of memory needed in winning strategies, secondly the recursive descent by which the given game graph is reduced when a strategy is constructed.
In this paper we develop an algorithm for strategy synthesis in Streett games which proceeds in two steps (by which the above mentioned phenomena are handled separately). First, we transform Streett games to games with \Rabin chain winning condition" (or \parity winning condition" Mos91]). The blow{up of the game graphs in this step corresponds to the introduction of su cient memory for winning strategies. The second step is the construction of memory{less winning strategies for these Rabin chain games; it involves a decomposition of the game graph. Other approaches might merge these two aspects (e.g. following McN93], TW94], YY93]), but for experiments it seems useful to be able to study the two e ects separately.
The rst step has some resemblance to the reduction of games with the Muller winning condition to the Rabin chain condition (see e.g. Emerson, Jutla EJ91], Thomas Tho95] ). We use a new version of the \latest appearance record". This data structure is hidden already in Rabin's paper Rab69, lemma 3.8], and appeared in many forms (Gurevich, Harrington GH82], B uchi B uc83], Muchnik Muc92], Safra Saf92], Muller, Schupp MS95] ). We use a form, called \index appearance record" here, where in a Streett game with winning condition ( ) the indices of referenced sets L k in the order of their last visits are kept in a record, together with two pointers. This is similar to B uchi's \order vector with hit position" B uc83]. As a result we obtain a rather simple transformation with the (previously known) time complexity polynomial in the number of states but exponential in the number of pairs.
The actual synthesis algorithm starting from a game with Rabin chain or parity winning condition involves an induction (over the cardinality of the state space of the game) following the approach of McN93, section 3] and Tho95]. The time complexity of this synthesis problem is still open; our algorithm has an exponential upper bound but seems to allow practical use.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the terminology, section 3 the transition from Streett games to Rabin chain games, and section 4 presents the synthesis algorithm. In the nal section we discuss the synthesis algorithm in a small example. The algorithm is implemented: more experiments with examples seem necessary to nd appropriate heuristics for choosing pivot states which help to minimize backtracking in the synthesis algorithm.
We thank Wolfgang Thomas for many helpful discussions during the preparation of this paper.
De nitions and Notation
In the context of in nite games, it proved to be useful to consider a type of \!-automaton" introduced by McNaughton McN93] where we abstract from the labels of transitions, since the acceptance (or winning) condition depends only on visits of states; moreover, each state is associated with just the player whose turn it is to make the next move.
So a nite-state game is given by a bipartite nite directed graph G and a \winning condition". The idea is that two players, called player 0 and player 1, are moving a token alternatively from vertex to vertex along edges in the game graph. A game graph is of the form G = (Q; Q 0 ; Q 1 ; E) with Q = Q 0 _ Q 1 and E (Q 0 Q 1 ) (Q 1 Q 0 ) where Q i is the set of vertices where it is the turn of player i to move the token. Since we are interested only in in nite computations it is convenient to demand that each vertex of the game graph has at least one outgoing edge.
A play is an in nite sequence of states from Q visited by the token in successive moves, i.e., a sequence 2 Q ! with ( (t); (t+1)) 2 E for all t.
The winner of a play is declared by a winning (or accepting) condition Win : Q ! ! f0; 1g that maps a play to i i the play is won by player i. So a game ? is given by a pair ? = (G; Win). In the sequel, we also use the term \state" for \vertex". In this paper we deal with Rabin games and Streett games (referring to the analogous acceptance conditions for !-automata). These games are characterized by special winning conditions. A Rabin For building Rabin chain games out of Streett games in our case we extend the \index appearance record", introduced by Muller and Schupp MS95] , by two pointers as done by Safra Saf92] . For this transformation we present here an easily implementable algorithm of time complexity polynomial in the size of states and exponential in the number of Streett conjunctions. The same can be done for Rabin games.
Let us introduce some conventions to talk about the properties of winning plays in a Streett game. Usually, we assume the following situation: ( ) Let ? = (G; Win) be a Streett game de ned over a nite game graph G = (Q, Q 0 , Q 1 , E) and a nite sequence of Streett pairs = (L k ; U k ) k2f1;:::;rg with L k ; U k Q, for k 2 f1; : : :; rg, and L r = U r = Q, s.t. for all plays 2 Q ! we have Win( ) = 0 i for all k 2 f1; : : :; rg the following condition holds: Inf( ) \ U k 6 = ; implies Inf( ) \ L k 6 = ;. For a given play 2 Q ! we say that player 0 reaches an index k 2 f1; : : :; rg in the play at position t if (t) 2 L k , and player 1 reaches the index k in the play at t if (t) 2 U k . An index k 2 f1; : : :; rg reached in nitely often in a play 2 Q ! by player i 2 f0; 1g is called frequent for player i on the play .
It is quite clear that for a play 2 Q ! , player 0 wins i the indices that are frequent for player 1 are also frequent for player 0 on the play , formally f1 k r : Inf( ) \ U k 6 = ;g f1 k r : Inf( ) \ L k 6 = ;g:
In a play of a Streett game as in ( ) we associate to each position an index appearance record (iar) consisting of permutations. The record at a position is given by shifting the indices reached for player 0 in the previous record to the right keeping the remainder in its previous ordering. A start record for the rst position is de ned. As an auxiliary notion we need a so{called shift function.
De nition 1 Assume ( ). The crucial point in de ning the Rabin chain winning condition are the \hit positions" for each player. Hit functions were invented by B uchi B uc83] to characterize games by a winning condition in normal form. In our case it would be su cient to use one hit function which denotes the least hit position of both players and an extra function for the owner of the hit position, which is B uchi's original version. For a simpler argumentation, however, we proceed with two hit functions, one for each player. we have p 0 p 1 . This is done in two steps. \)": Let be a winning play for player 0 and p 1 2 Inf(HIT 1 ( )). Then there exist in nitely many indices t 1 < t 2 < : : : < ! with t 0 < t 1 and HIT 1 ( )(t i ) = p 1 . Since is winning for player 0 all indices reached after t 0 are in F(t), so we get p 0 p 1 . \(": Assume now that there exists a p 1 2 Inf(HIT 1 ( )) with p 1 < p 0 . For all p < p 0 and t 0 < t we have that (t 0 )(p) = (t)(p), which means that is not changed for positions less than p 0 after the position t 0 . So player 1 reaches in nitely often an index which is not in the set of the frequent indices for player 0 on the play . So we get Win( ) = 1. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 6 by de ning the hit functions over the states q 2 Q for both players by hit 0 (q) := k r : q 2 L k and hit 1 (q) := k r : q 2 U k :
It follows from the next section that Rabin chain games allow no{memory winning strategies. Hence in the case of Streett games with monotone increasing L{sets both players have a no{memory strategy.
Strategy construction for Rabin chain games
In this section we construct a deterministic winning strategy for a Rabin chain game. In the following we always mean by strategy a no{memory strategy.
Strategies will be presented by functions : Q ! Q f?g. Such a function contains two strategies (given by the induced maps from Q 0 to Q 1 f?g, resp. from Q 1 to Q 0 f?g). If a player has no winning possibility in a state q this is indicated by (q) = ?. Otherwise his strategy is to select (q) 2 Q.
For each game (G; Win) with = (E 1 ; F 1 ; : : :; E r ; F r ) there is a dual game (G; Win), where players are changed: G = (Q; Q 1 ; Q 0 ; E). The acceptance condition can be complemented by shifting the state sets by one: = (;; E 1 ; F 1 ; E 2 ; : : :; F r?1 ; E r ; F r ; Q): We construct a strategy by induction on the size of game graphs. So we need a notion of subgame. A game (G 0 ; Win 0 ) is called a subgame of (G; Win) if Q 0 Q and G 0 = (Q 0 ; Q 0 \ Q 0 ; Q 1 \ Q 0 ; E \ (Q 0 Q 0 )). The acceptance condition must be 0 = ; if F r \ Q 0 = ; and otherwise 0 = (E 0 l ; F 0 l ; : : :; E 0 r ; F 0 r ) with l = minfk 2 f1; : : :rgjF k \ Q 0 6 = ;g and for k 2 fl; : : :; rg: E 0 k = E k \ Q 0 and F 0 k = F k \ Q 0 . Furthermore, in the underlying graph at least one transition must leave each state. This is the only condition for a subset Q 0 Q to induce a subgame. We de ne a function reach() which over Q computes the set R of states from which a player i can force a visit in a given \target set" T. More precisely, the function reach(Q i ; E; T) in Figure 1 determines the states R Q n T from which player i can force a visit in T; simultaneously a function : R ! Q f?g is computed which de nes a \strategy" to ensure this. The word \strategy" here only refers to the domain R which is computed by reach(). The computation of function reach() starts with setting R = ;. If there is a state q 2 Q 0 n (T R) with a transition leading into T R this state is added to R. If there is a state q 2 Q 1 n (T R) with all transitions leading into T R this state is also added to R. These steps are repeated until there is no further state to add. This construction ensures that Q 0 = Q?R induces a subgame.
A strategy for a Rabin chain game (G; Win) with G = (Q; Q 0 ; Q 1 ; E) and = (E 1 ; F 1 ; : : :; E r ; F r ) can be determined by the recursively de ned function strategy() of Figure 2 : It returns a triple (V 0 ; V 1 ; ), where V i is the winning set for player i and : Q ! Q f?g is a strategy function. We divide the problem in four di erent cases of which three are quite simple.
(a) The trivial case is jQj = 0. On this graph winning sets are empty and the strategy function is also empty. cated. We select a pivot state p 2 E 1 . Player 1 wins if he can visit this state in nitely often. By applying reach(Q; E; fpg) we compute all states R Q n fpg from which player 1 can force a visit of p. This function also computes a strategy to get there. Then we determine a strategy for the remaining subgame (G n (R fpg); Win 0 ) with 0 = n (R fpg) which results from the original game by removing all states of R fpg. By induction hypotheses we get winning sets V 0 , V 1 and a strategy for this subgame. Now we have a strategy for all states but p which leads to two possible cases:
1. Player 1 can prevent player 0 from entering V 0 . Then player 0 has a winning strategy on V 0 and player 1 on the remaining set V 1 R fpg. Let Let us verify that this is indeed a Rabin chain game. We construct the sets E i ; F i as follows: E 1 = fp 2 Q j :9q 2 Q T(q) = t^q pg; F 1 = fp 2 Q j 8q 2 Q n E 1 T(q) = f ) p qg; E i+1 = fp 2 Q j :9q 2 Q n F i T(q) = t^q pg; F i+1 = fp 2 Q j 8q 2 Q n E i+1 T(q) = f ) p qg: Assume we have a play such that for all p 2 min(Inf( )) T(p) = t holds. Then there is an i such that Inf( ) \ F i 6 = ; and Inf( ) \ E i = ;.
Otherwise there would be a state p in Inf( ) with T(p) = f that is minimal in Inf( ) w.r.t . Now assume we have a play and an i such that Inf( ) \ F i 6 = ; and Inf( ) \ E i = ;. By condition ( ) we know that for all p 2 E i and for all q 2 F i p q, for all p 2 F i and for all q 2 E i+1 p q.
Then by de nition of F i the -minimal vertices p of Inf( ) are in Inf( ) \ F i and for these vertices T(p) = t holds.
So the above de nition leads indeed to a Rabin chain game.
Example 8 Let Q 0 = f(n; 0) j n 2 f0; : : :; 7gg and Q 1 = (n; 1) j n 2 f0; : : :; 7g , and let (n; i) (m; j) () n < m for all i; j 2 f0; 1g. The edge relation E is given is given in terms of auxiliary functions f i : Q 0 ! Q 1 and g i : Q 1 ! Q 0 by the following de nition:
In our example we use the functions:
f 1 ? (n; 0) = (n; 1); f 2 ? (n; 0) = (n + 5; 1) if n 2 f2; 6g
(n + 1; 1) otherwise, g 1 ? (n; 1) = (n; 0); g 2 ? (n; 1) = (n + 5; 0) if n 2 f0; 4g
(n + 1; 0) otherwise. (Here \+" means addition modulo 8.) So player 0 can use a function f i to reach a new vertex whereas player 1 uses a function g i . Let T with T(n; i) = t for even n and T(n; i) = f for odd n. By de nition player 0 wins i the minimal number n visited in nitely often is even.
If we represent the states in Q 0 by circles and the ones in Q 1 by squares we get the game graph of Figure 3 . Note that by other choices of the functions f i ; g i many more examples of Rabin chain games can be generated. Beyond the concrete example above, for which an analysis \by hand" is still possible, in the next orders of magnitude we considered various examples from 32 up to 1024 states. We used contrived (however nonrandom) de nitions of , labeling T, and functions f i ; g i . The CPU time (on a SUN Sparc 10) for computing the strategies is shown in Table 1 . We considered up to ten games of each given size with di erent edge relations and accepting chains. In the table, the average time as well as the maximal time of the considered cases are noted.
Although the worst case complexity of the algorithm is exponential, it seems applicable to problems of considerable size. Note that the maximal (and average) times we found by our experiments grow moderately even in our preliminary version with an uncontrolled choice of pivots (just using the rst in a given enumeration).
Remarks on the strategy synthesis algorithm
The strategy synthesis algorithm splits a given game graph into two parts, containing the states from which player 0 resp. 1, wins.
The solution for Example 8 is depicted in Figure 4 . From the states in the left-hand side, player 0 has a winning strategy as indicated by the chosen displayed edges, from the states in the right-hand part player 1 wins by traversing through the displayed edges.
In general, the critical point in applying the algorithm is the choice of the pivot states (in the "select" line of d) in Figure 2) . We see two approaches to handle this problem. A possible heuristic is to select states p where Reach(p) is of maximal size; this reduces the size of the subgame to which the induction hypothesis is applied. However in general this greedy method may fail to nd the best descent in reducing the game graph: Note that in case d2, a second use of the inductive hypothesis is necessary which may spoil the optimality of reduction. Another approach would be to introduce a preprocessing of the game graph, yielding an order of pivot elements (similar to preprocessing a linear equation system when applying Gauss elimination). The structure theory of game graphs necessary for this is still 
Conclusion
We have presented and implemented (for the rst time, to our knowledge) an algorithm which synthesizes nite-state winning strategies from automaton speci cations of in nite games. In our implementation the necessary pivot choice is still done by the user.
Ongoing work deals with the implementation of algorithms to transform games with other winning conditions into Rabin chain form and of strategy synthesis algorithms in which memory construction and game graph decomposition are combined (as in McN93] , TW94], and YY93]).
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